2012 Medical Mission Trip to Haiti
By Merlin Punnoose, Pharm. D
Gazing out the airplane window watching the NJ Turnpike transform
into a narrow line, I couldn’t help but wonder how this medical trip
to Haiti was going to turn out. Nearly two months ago, I received
an email from Mr. Andre Emont, the director of pharmacy at The
University Hospital, regarding whether I would be interested in
assisting a medical team traveling to Haiti from April 7-22, 2012.
Within a couple days, I spoke to Dr. Sandra Scott, chief of service of
the Department of Emergency Medicine at UMDNJ - The University
Hospital, who encouraged me to submit an application for the position
of pharmacist. Dr. Scott is also the co-founder of Unified For Global
Healing (UFGH), a nonprofit organization that provides culturally
competent health services and promotes the advancement of health
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education, improving the well being of underserved communities
internationally using multidisciplinary teams. Within a couple of weeks,
I had my interview with Zola Bruce, the co-founder and executive director of UFGH, and I knew that I wanted to
be part of this experience. UFGH was partnering with another nonprofit organization, Partners In Development
(PID), that was running a free clinic in Blanchard, Haiti. Zola had explained that the pharmacist’s responsibility
would entail implementing a process to better manage the pharmacy inventory, educating the Haitian pharmacy
staff, and assisting the medical team in the clinic by running the pharmacy. At the end of the interview, I was
hopeful to be accepted because this trip had the potential to leave a lasting effect on the community. A week
later, when I was offered the position, I was excited to accept but at the same time, I understood the importance
of the responsibilities bestowed upon me.
With a month left to prepare for the trip, I hoped that would be
enough. Starting off with a flurry of emails, I set out to understand
what needs must be fulfilled for the improved quality of operation of
the pharmacy. Along with the management of the pharmacy
inventory, I needed to obtain educational resources for the Haitian
staff, medications, and other pharmacy supplies. First on my list was
to implement an inventory management system in the pharmacy. I
started off by reaching out to Qs1 Data Systems and inquiring
whether they would be able to donate their program in order to run
the pharmacy. The company pleasantly surprised me with a generous
offer to donate their program with the request that I send them a
laptop to load the software. Encouraged by this selfless gesture, I felt

Training with Qs1 software

a huge burden lift off my shoulders as normally such
programs cost thousands of dollars. Within a matter
of days, I purchased a laptop and sent it in to Qs1 for
the program to be loaded. At the same time, I began
to fundraise for the laptop, medications, and other
supplies. Due to the generosity of my family, friends,
and colleagues, especially those working at the UMDNJ
pharmacy department, I was able to raise nearly
$1,500.00. I was also greatly touched by the donation
of several hundred dollars worth of medications
from Good Health Pharmacy, orchestrated by one of
my colleagues Alberto Santiago. Encouraged and
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supported by so many around me, I boarded my flight
with a laptop loaded with the Qs1 software, medications worth more than a thousand dollars, educational
resources, compounding solutions and formulas, and pharmacy dispensing supplies such as counting trays.
Arrival into Haiti was accompanied by a sense of frenzied excitement as musicians welcomed us, airport
workers helped us with our bags, and team members greeted each other as we made our way through
Port-au-Prince to the hotel. At dinner, we exchanged our stories of preparation for the trip and started to
get to know each other. Starting from the very first dinner, Zola, the team leader, brought us together
with questions that drew out the different personalities while ensuring the team spirit of the group. The
team was able to get to know each other better during orientation while learning about the culture and
community. We were also introduced to the section leaders of the team so that we were aware who we
report to and who we should approach if any problems arise. There were section leaders assigned to
safety, media, research and education, finance, logistics, and community art. The medical director was in
charge of health education and pharmacy. The team leader was the project commander, who was also
supported by the assistant project coordinator. I had
been on a couple of medical missions but not one as
perfectly organized as this.

Discussion of various counseling points

Our orientation also included a trip to the PID clinic.
By noon, we left the hotel to get in our vehicle known
as the “tap-tap”, a little passenger truck which got
stuck in a few potholes. That was an unforeseen team
building exercise, but it was amazing to see the entire
team get together to push the tap-tap out while
enthusiastically cheering for one another. Unfortunately,
while doing so, Yuri, the team photographer, fell and
sadly broke one of his camera lens. But even so, he
did not let the incident dampen anyone's spirit. Many
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incidents such as this gave an honest introduction
during our trip to each individual's exemplary character
and showed why each one was chosen for this
particular trip. As we traveled to the clinic, we chatted
away cheerfully while bumping up and down with
every pothole. The PID clinic was small but equipped
with many necessary services such as a triage room,
emergency room, couple of patient rooms, laboratory,
pharmacy, ultrasound room, and a social services room.
There was a small building nearby that had living
quarters for volunteers and a warehouse that stored
donated medication and other supplies. We held a
Pushing the “Tap-Tap” out of the pothole
team meeting with the PID representative to clarify
their needs and to review resources we had available. After returning back to our hotel, the section leaders
met with the team leader and discussed the logistics for the next day. At dinner, the team was made
aware of their duties and whether they would be working at PID or traveling to another location to serve
in the mobile clinic. This was done every night, giving everyone an opportunity to experience mobile and
PID clinic. Throughout the trip, I spent most of the two weeks at PID as my responsibilities included the
education of the pharmacy staff and organization of the pharmacy. By the end of the day, we understood
more about everyone's role and were amazed at our team of fifteen varying in professions ranging from
healthcare to education and social work.
As we began our first week of work, we looked forward to serving the community that had welcomed
us with open arms. Our work days usually began early by waking up around 5:30 am with breakfast
scheduled at 6:30 am. Those who chose to jog around the hotel woke up much earlier. After breakfast, we
got on the tap-tap at 7 am. Those who were leaving to serve patients on mobile clinic left on the tap-tap
after dropping us off. By 8-8:30 AM, we started our work in the PID clinic. All healthcare professionals got
involved with patient care while the community art
team set up education for children through arts and
crafts. The clinic was set up with a waiting area, triage,
emergency room, and patient rooms. In addition to
seeing patients, Dr. Thea James, an ED physician and
Assistant Professor of Emergency Medicine at Boston
Medical Center/Boston University School of Medicine,
also was involved in training some of the staff in
ultrasound education. This was incredibly useful as
the Haitian workers didn't know how to use the
ultrasound machine that had been donated to them.
The community had a high percentage of pregnant
Dr. Vanmierlo’s Midwifery Class
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women, who were excited to have this service available
to them. Dr. Aubree Vanmierlo helped train the
community midwives on birthing techniques and
birthing emergencies. This was extremely crucial
because now they were equipped with basic life saving
skills such as CPR. She trained two different groups of
midwives during our two weeks. Dr. Evgenia Polosina
was involved educating some of the staff at the clinic
about disease states such as hypertension and diabetes.
I started off by working alongside the pharmacy staff
while observing the process implemented in the
pharmacy. The pharmacy staff included two people,
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Esther and Jimmy. With the help of Sarah Carignan,
the assistant project commander, and the pharmacy staff, we were able to take a complete inventory of
the medications on hand. By doing so, we were also able to remove expired and deteriorated products
from the inventory. In the next couple of days, we entered all the data in the QS1 inventory management
system so that the pharmacy would always be able to generate reports of what is available and doctors
would be able to have a better idea of what to order. I trained the pharmacy staff to use the program and
also made available the user manuals from the company and contact information to have as a reference.
During this time, the team members involved in education and training, including myself, realized that
our plans needed to be altered. We needed to simplify our education material and methods so that they
would be able to understand and utilize the information properly. Thus, during the first week of working
in Haiti, we spent a lot of time serving the communities while observing, learning and adjusting our plans.
The first work week passed quickly as we busied ourselves with the responsibilities we needed to fulfill.
On Saturday, we were able to travel to an orphanage run by one of our translators. There, the doctors
gave all the children a physical assessment and
treated those who needed medical attention. After
doing so, we spent some time playing and dancing
with the children. Some of them were orphans who
had been found in the community after the 2010
earthquake. We were all quite impressed by everyone
who ran the orphanage as they clearly tried very hard
to give them a clean and safe environment. Franz
also expressed to us his vision for the future to build a
larger orphanage with a school and a small clinic. We
were so moved by his beautiful and compassion-driven
motives that we decided that we would try to encourage
Team Pharmacy with photographer Yuriy Vaysgant
his cause by supporting him through UFGH. We all
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hope to see his dream become a reality. On Sunday,
we traveled to a gorgeous beach and spent a few
hours relaxing and playing volleyball. Thus, before the
end of the second week, we were able to take a short
break and rejuvenate ourselves.
After the weekend, we were ready to complete
our respective responsibilities with more energy and
enthusiasm. I had adjusted my plans to include more
educational topics for the pharmacy staff and even
include a final exam on the last day so that their skills
could be better evaluated. I directed their focus to the
CPR Training
prevalent disease states in the community such as
hypertension, diabetes, and sickle cell disease. Unfortunately, due to the lack of time, I was unable to
cover infectious diseases but hope to do so in my next trip. With the constant work flow in the pharmacy,
we were able to cover many counseling points as we dispensed medications. This benefited the patients
and pharmacy employees as they were able to learn more about why they were taking certain medications
and how they should take it. Soon, the pharmacy employees began to counsel patients without my help
as they became used to doing so. In addition, I trained the pharmacy staff on basic compounding, providing
them with access to formulations that normally may not be accessible. I also reminded them of the
importance of patient safety especially in terms of checking doses for the pediatric population.
Though they had trouble in the beginning calculating the math regarding compounding and dose
checking, their successful results on the final exam were proof to their continued perseverance to serve
their community in the best possible way. On the last day after seeing all our patients, we had a closing
ceremony where the Haitian workers thanked us wholeheartedly for providing our time and skills to serve
the community. In addition, we recognized the hard
work of the staff by giving out thank you cards and
commemorating the staff who received specific
training and education sessions with certificates. By
the end of the trip, I was proud to see the pharmacy
staff move away from a just “dispensing role”, moving
forward clinically and understanding the importance
of medication safety.
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Special thanks to all my team members:
UFGH, Zola Z. Bruce, MSW, Ex. Director (Social Worker/Artist)
Dr. Sandra Scott (EM Physician, Chief)
Dr. Thea James (EM Physician)
Dr. Pamela (Aubree) Vanmierlo (OBGYN, Preventive Med.)
Dr. Wisna Jean (Medical Student UMDNJ)
Dr. Novneet Sahu (Medical Student UMDNJ & EMT)
Dr. Evgenia Polosina (Russian MD)
Sarah Carignan (Hospital Admin.)
Meghan Gamble, LPN
Clifford Civil (Physical Therapy Student)
Michelson Dorime (EMT/Medical Education)
Maureen M. Barraclough (Artist/Teacher)
and especially
Yuriy Vaysgant (Photo/Videographer)
whose skilled creativity has breathed life in each photograph.
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